DANE LAWRENCE TO RELEASE NEW EP ENTITLED THE GIFT WITH PRODUCER JOSH
LAMONT ON DECEMBER 1ST!
DANE LAWRENCE will release his new EP The Gift December
1st. With a strong focus on cultural impact, the new project
is produced entirely by Theme Music Production's Josh
Lamont.
When asked to explain the direction of the EP, Dane states
“The Gift started out as a suprise project for my fans to be
delivered during the Holiday season but as I began
constructing the music the gift of life became my inspiration.
Every day that we are given on this Earth is a gift and I
wanted to create a project to motivate my listeners to take
advantage of the day. The music and themes touched on
this project are extremely honest. I chose to show my
vulnerabilities in an effort to make music that can uplift
people and help them get through the day. Life is full of ups
and downs so I definitely wanted to touch on the good and
bad. The truth is powerful and The Gift is full of powerful
music that people can feel. This one is definitely good for
your soul!"
Dane was born on March 14, 1986 during what many consider to be the start of the Golden Era of Hip-Hop.
Dane grew up in Amityville, New York, a small town on Long Island, where he was the youngest of four siblings.
On a regular day, rap music blared throughout the house from radios as well as televisions showing the latest
rap videos. Dane fell in love with Hip-Hop culture early in his childhood, which was evident once he began
partaking in DJ lessons at 5 years old.
Dealing with the common struggles of a single parent household, Dane used music as a crutch to escape.
From time-to-time, Dane would jot down and recite his own lyrics. In rap Dane found hope, as many young
black men found success from extremely humble beginnings. Dane figured if they made it, it was possible for
him as well. From this point forward, Dane vowed to never struggle and though he had dreams of being a star,
Dane knew an education was vital to his success and promise.
Dane was always academically inclined. He graduated from the University of South Florida in 2008 with a
Bachelor of Science in Accounting, landing a position as Senior Accountant with a billion dollar personal
products corporation, to which he is currently employed. While attending USF Dane began to turn the corners
as an artist, becoming more austere about his craft and pursuing his dream as a recording artist.
In 2013, Dane founded "Gourmet Everything", a culture and lifestyle brand focused on delivering the highest
quality content in an effort to inspire and motivate people. According to Dane, “Gourmet is not about thinking
we are better than others. Gourmet is about the realization that you too can be better and putting in that
effort to be better; working and growing into being the best.” This corporation is laid to the idea that consistent
work will lead to prominence. Dane Lawrence released his debut album Matchbox Dreams along with
producer Brian Allonce December 2014 which was the first major release for Gourmet Everything. Dane follows
up the cult classic Matchbox with The Gift EP available everywhere December 1, 2015.
HERE'S WHAT PEOPLE HAVE SAID ABOUT DANE LAWRENCE'S PREVIOUS SOLO EFFORTS:
“Take it from someone who knows his anagrams: Dane Lawrence‘s latest feature (TSIH feat. Skyzoo) is the
f**king TSIH.” – DJBOOTH.NET
"Long Island native Dane Lawrence is back with another masterpiece. If you're a fan of real music this one is for
you no questions asked." – YOUHEARDTHATNEW.COM
"Fresh track from the up and comer. Look out for more of him here "
– HIPHOPSINCE1987.COM

Dane Lawrence's The Gift will be available on digital formats December 1st via the Gourmet Store (distributed
by Gourmet Everything).

THE GIFT TRACKLIST:
1. Elegant
2. If I Make A Dollar
3. Poppa Was A Player Part 1
4. Poppa Was A Player Part 2
5. Take It Easy
6. Which Way
7. The Giver

HERE'S WHAT PEOPLE HAVE ALREADY BEEN SAYING ABOUT DANE'S THE GIFT:
“The smooth sounds of Dane Lawrence are nothing to sleep on and should most definitely be on your musical
radar. If not, you’re missing out, and if he is then you’re already well aware of the talents.”
–
STUPIDDOPE.COM
“The beat is classic and Dane Lawrence proves that he has some bars to get around the track”
ALLHIPHOP.COM

–

“If you are looking for something different to listen to then check out my man’s Soundcloud page. Real smooth
sh*t to just ride to, and I must say its a nice change of pace from the flurry of turn up music that is out right now.
I promise you will run it back at least once.” – ITSBIZKIT.COM
“Dane Lawrence returns with another dope single. A smooth beat combined with an effortless sounding flow
makes for a great track to ride out to.” – JACKTHRILLER.COM

FOR MORE INFO ON DANE LAWRENCE:
http://www.danelawrence.com
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Dane-Lawrence
FOR BOOKING INFO:
info@gourmeteverything.com
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